FOR THE HEALTH
OF THE WORLD
O N E D R O P AT A T I M E

In these times of burgeoning new
industries… In a climate of innovation,
change and challenge… When there is so
much at stake, it’s nice to know there is
a team of innovators who have a single
focus and an industry history of more
than two decades. At Eden Labs, we have
dedicated ourselves to the pursuit of
purity and health, as well as to the success
of our customers.

EDEN LABS.
WE EQUIP YOU
FOR SUCCESS.
We can provide you with a head start. We
can offer you the competitive advantage of
the most efficient line of proven extraction
equipment in the industry.

F R I T Z CHESS

AC BRADDO C K

Eden Labs evolved
from Fritz’s research
about remote
indigenous peoples
using botanicals to
cure illness. Early
findings ignited a spark to unlock more
secrets of botanicals using extraction
and distillation. Curiosity became
dedication as he pursued finding and
producing more healthful, natural
products for human health and
consumption. Fritz began extraction
disruption with the redesign of the
century old soxhlet extractor, creating
Eden Labs’ trademark Coldfinger™ line.

Eden Labs and
AC Braddock are
recognized among
the Top 10 Fastest
Growing WomenLed Companies
in Seattle, Washington, our home
town. AC’s achievement is fueled by
an unwavering belief in whole plant
medical applications, coupled with a
holistic view of modern, responsible
business. Her keen eye for new
trends, product placement, business
strategy, and political involvement
helps create a vibrant corporate
culture, which resonates nationally
and internationally in the significant
expansion of medicinal botanicals.

Founder, Eden Labs

Experimentation continued—
exploring the use of solvents,
pressures, and temperatures—leading
to Eden Labs’ first Supercritical CO2
extraction machine, specifically
engineered for small business, which
Eden still serves but has organically
expanded to include industrial plants.
His breakthroughs provided purity
and efficiency for start-ups and
R&D in multiple industries, including
nutraceuticals, functional foods,
hemp, etc.
Fritz’s passion makes Eden Labs a
trusted partner for those entering the
new field of extraction and distillation
of cannabis and other botanicals for
the health of the world.

CEO, Eden Labs

Eden Labs’ leadership created a
platform for medical application and
legalization through the promotion
of safe extraction technology and
the pure products needed for
expansion of any industry. On a
one-to-one level, her dedication to
partnership with Eden Labs’ clients
nurtures long-term relationships
for the prosperity of the industry
as a whole, and she encourages
small to medium-size operations
to become leaders themselves, to
facilitate the momentum and social
responsibility of all who participate
in an emerging industry.

“Besides having a system that rarely needs
service, Eden Labs is always eager to help us
fine-tune processing.”
— Brandon M. | Co-Founder, Golden Barn

“We are so glad we ended up choosing Eden Labs’
CO2 Hi-Flo™. Their quality and craftsmanship are
unmatched. They are by far the leaders in the
industry. The entire staff at Eden Labs is extremely
knowledgeable and always available to help. We
would highly recommend Eden Labs to anyone
looking for extraction equipment.”
— John W. | Owner, Optimum Extracts

T EC H NI CALLY,
ES S ENT I AL.
Eden Labs provides a wide range of CO2 and ethanol
extraction systems, in configurations that fit where you
are in the product development or production process.
Some of our equipment can sit on a bench top; others
may fill an entire building. We believe you will find that we
are the most experienced and proven partner to help you
maximize purity and value in every drop of your product.
In addition to our signature product line, we offer you
access and guidance in a wide range of turnkey solutions
through our affiliate network.
Building your bottom line.

Commercial Ethanol
Extractor

Hi-Flo™ FX2 20L 2K CO2
Extraction System

T H E EDEN L ABS

PRODUCT LINE
Hi-Flo™ CO2 Extractors
Hi-Flo™ FX2 CO2 Extractors
Industrial CO2 Extraction Plants (3x2000L)
Eden Labs’ proprietary
Coldfinger™ Ethanol Extractors
From bench top to industrial scale

LAB SERVICES
Product Development

Toll Processing

Proof of Concept

Learn more at edenlabs.com

YO UR
B USINES S
IS
OUR
B USINES S

Building a successful, respected
company is easier when you
surround yourself with other
mission driven organizations,
businesses and individuals.
There are many problems in
any newly regulated industry.
Navigating these issues requires
vision, political savvy, strategy
and service. Eden Labs created
a market based on the science
of extraction to promote health
and well-being. Do business with
people who share your vision and
have proven their worth. Don’t
waste time.
Eden offers product development
and turnkey extraction solutions,
but you need more. You need
a strategic partner, a team you
can lean on for their experience
and expertise in every aspect of
growing your business.

INNOVATORS SINCE 1994

As our customer, we have a vested
interest in your business and we
are dedicated to your success.

www.edenlabs.com
888.626.3271 or 206.673.2184

A 25-YEAR HISTORY OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS
BUILT ON SUPERIOR ENGINEERING

All Systems Include
Our 3-Year Warranty.

